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I think I waited too long
I think I waited too long
What's my way I'm asking, I'm asking
Don't you receive the vibes I got to give
Don't you receive the vibes

Humana' rhythm
Rhythm is full of culture
Rhythm man ,rhythm man
Humana' force

Humana no got no sponsor for life
Humana' human got no sponsor for life
Them or not they won't treat
Them or not punk it up
I'm coming up here me up
I'm coming coming up
And the sweets and the ways and

I waist 'em up
Watch em up but they're real punks
And I'm against them all
They've shaking their hands
When they had some decisions to make
But they can't realize what's the fake yo
But they can't realize what's the real fake yo

I think I waited too long
I think I waited too long
What's my way I'm asking, I'm asking
Don't you receive the vibes I got to give
Don't you receive the vibes

Humana' rhythm

Rhythm is full of culture
Rhythm man ,rhythm man
Humana' force

Humana no got no sponsor for life
Humana' human got no sponsor for life
Them or not they won't treat
Them or not punk it up
I'm coming up here me up
I'm coming coming up
And the sweets and the ways and
I waist 'em up
Watch em up but they're real punks
And I'm against them all
They've shaking their hands
When they had some decisions to make
But they can't realize whats the fake yo

All I have is what I see as myself
Decision is made and there is no turnin'
Back
I can't afford myself something like regret

Our Dear Light lightaway this life threat



That strangles me so long this suffering is
Getting strong
Positive energy is what I seek for
As closer I am more far I feel
Our Dear Light lightaway this bad dream...
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